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Professional Management Enhances Revenue
All owners want their properties to have increased
income and so increase in value during their period of
ownership. The first-rate property will command the
highest price when it is sold. To achieve these goals,
income property must be properly managed. The major
error that can be made by an income property owner is
saving money by self-manage-ment. The professional
investors know that enhanced value usually comes
from professional management.
Since professional management teams have experience
and training in the field, they will usually increase
revenues and cut costs. Since the value of a building is
based on the condition of the property and the cash
flow, this management should increase the value and
keep it at its highest potential. The difference is the
professional’s ability to define and execute
management duties.
The key management duties are: tenant relations,
finances, maintenance, and protection of the
investment. To handle these duties, the professional
manage-ment company will do the following:
1. Plan the rent schedules.
2. Find the tenants who can meet this rent schedule.
3. Qualify these tenants by a thorough credit
investigation.
4. Prepare the lease or rental agreement and have it
executed.
5. Prepare specifications for deco-rating, securing
estimates, awarding the contract, and supervising the
work.
6. Purchase all supplies needed for the operation of
the building.
7. Audit and handle payment of bills.
8. Advertise and publicize vacant space through the
proper media and in cooperation with other brokers.
9. Plan alterations and modernizing programs.
10. Inspect vacant space in the property.
11. Keep abreast of competitive market conditions
so rent schedules will be correct at all times.
12. Maintain a complete system of records
available for immediate reference.
13. Prepare accurate and periodic financial
statements and a complete accounting of funds
handled.
14. Pay insurance premiums and taxes and
recommend tax appeals when warranted.
15. To put this into its simplest terms, real estate
management means someone's efforts to maximize
income and value by:

A. Preserving the physical desirability of the property
(checking for ways to prevent physical deterioration;
studying and anticipating functional obsolescence; being
alert to interior and exte-rior maintenance needs); and
B. Maintaining high standards of service to tenants
(being conscious of tenant and public goodwill; valuing
the reputation and appearance of the building; being
alert to extending services that will attract reliable
tenants).

Standard Procedures
Professional property management companies will use a
written Standard Operating Procedures Manual to cover
every aspect of operating and maintaining the property.
It is used by the manager’s employees daily, and a copy
is usually given to the owner.
How a property manager carries out duties will vary,
depending on the type of property involved and on the
kind of manager hired. In addition to the basic duties, a
manager at a newly developed retirement commu-nity
might consider safety and security systems his top
priority item. In an old office building, this same
manager might be much more concerned with physical
aspects (heat, electricity, plumbing, painting) and with
energy conservation measures (water use, non-centralized air conditioning, weather-stripping windows and
doors). All properties will be examined in depth to solve
particular problems inherent to that location and use.
Each property has its own set of problems and challenges for the professional management company. Each
will be analyzed when the management contract is
executed. The management company then sets up the
procedures and goals necessary to increase the income
from the property. By doing so, its value is enhanced in
the most efficient way.
Computers have taken a larger role in the maintenance
of properties, including the record-keeping aspects for
budgets, income statements and rental statements. This
can be handled better by the professional management
company with a trained staff managing a number of
large properties, rather than an on-site manager.
Many owners of a number of large complexes always
use a professional management company to manage all
of their investment properties. The manager usually
works on a commission basis, frequently a percentage of
the gross income. The experience and know-how that a
good manager brings to the table usually makes up for
the cost of his services.
Like hiring any other professional in commercial real
estate for acquisition, sales or exchanges, professional
management makes money for the property owner. o

Proﬁts Found In Conserving Energy
Any savings in expenses that have already been
budgeted can be turned into spendable income. One
expense that can be controlled to some degree is the
energy used for lighting, electronics and air
conditioning.
Lighting
Lighting the office space uses a high percentage of
electrical energy. In addition, the lighting can generate
excess heat that needs to be cooled by an air
conditioning system. Up to 60% of the electricity used
in a building can be used by lighting and cooling. Bills
for lighting the building can amount to about half of the
original cost of the building during its lifetime.
Reduce your lighting. A general rule is that a light
should be off when no one is present. Turn off lights
in unoccupied areas, remove excess lighting and
other lights not necessary for security and safety.
Here are a few more ideas:
• Improved bulbs and fluorescent tubes.
• Improved lighting controls, reflectors and spacing of
the light fixtures.
• Micro electric sensors that measure sunlight and
sense people entering and leaving rooms can cut the use
of lighting drastically.
• Individuals in offices can cut usage comfortably by
using desk lamps (with special low-usage fluo-

rescent bulbs, halogen or LED) instead of overhead
lights.
Office Equipment
Be energy smart with office equipment. Turn off office
equipment or set it to “power down” when not in use.
Setting computers, monitors, and copiers to use sleepmode when not in use helps cut energy costs by
approximately 40%. Remember to turn equipment off at
the end of the workday. Use “smart” power strips. These
sense the presence or absence of office workers and turn
the attached equipment on or off accordingly.
Heating and Air Conditioning
Keeping a building cool in warmer weather can save
enormously on energy. Consider the savings that can be
utilized from the installation of an energy manage-ment
and control system (EMCS). The EMCS automatically
controls the ventilation, heating and air conditioning
systems in a building. EMCS can be as simple as
individual point-of-use timers to very sophisticated
microprocessor-based systems control-ling the whole
building.
Use shades and blinds on windows. On hot days, draw
the curtains and/or shades to keep the sun out.
Remember to close doors to the outside to keep in
cooler air.
Technology in energy, whether in lighting, elec-tronics
or air conditioning is always improving. o

Changes In The Workplace
Working from home is now becoming a trend. The
growing popularity is remaking how we work, the tools
we use for that work, how we communicate at work,
and even the hours we work.
A major benefit to the worker is that they can buy a
home or condominium outside of the business area in a
suburb or at an ocean resort with the great locations that
they desire and not have to think about what the daily
commute will be.
Employees who work from home have changed some
sectors of commercial real estate, both in terms of how
spaces are designed, how many square feet the company
needs for workers and where the company is located.
Many companies have downsized their office space
to save money by allowing or even encouraging
employees to work from home. What was born from
necessity during the last recession has turned out to
have greater benefits than lower rent on the commercial
office.
It has been reported that employees that work from
home are just as, if not more productive, with less
distractions, have their output increased and seem more
satisfied in general.
If the same employees were in the office, there are

coffee breaks, socializing and interruptions through
out the day, that is not happening at the home office.
The employee can work in any kind of clothes that
they desire, no longer have to spend money on lunches,
gasoline, parking and the day to day expenses that occur
when commuting to an office.
This type of work has also been a boon for parents who
need more flexibility in their schedule to accommodate
child care, school events and sick kids. Sometimes it can
be a problem to work at home with small children. But
these are small problems that can be solved by balancing
work and personal lives.
It has been reported that in recruiting the best talent,
employers find that the work at home concept is a major
perk.
Remote work does have its share of problems. Some
people dislike working in the same place where they live
and relax, and it can be difficult to create and maintain
a company environment without co-workers being in
the same room. But the concept of not commuting on a
crowed bus or slow and go in early morning traffic is a
major benefit.
Above all, buying a home in a more desirable location is
a great plus for the employee and being able to downsize
on square footage is a major plus for the company. o

Investing In Industrial Properties

If you haven’t considered industrial properties as an
investment vehicle, it may be time to take a look.
Warehouse and distribution (W&D) properties are of
interest because their standard layout suits a wide range
of users, in contrast to specialized manufac-turing
facilities. Industrial properties look good for the
following reasons:

• The market for industrial property is doing well with
vacancy rates nationwide below those of other
commercial buildings.
• There is a shift in the location and nature of demand,
caused by changing technology and trade patterns, that
will present investment opportunities.
• Institutional investors who have portfolios that are
light in industrial assets are acquiring warehouse and
distribution properties for diversification.
With any kind of investment, of course, there are
always risks. The most significant is the potential for
rapid functional or geographic obsolescence. Because
of this, investors must carefully analyze factors such as
location, construction, ceiling height, and the number
and location of docks, as well as other factors.
The Healthy Property
The turndown in real estate did not affect industrial
property as much as other properties because this
property did not encourage speculative building; as
much as 30% of the cost of W&D properties is in
nondepreciable land, so they held limited appeal for
tax-motivated investors. Foreign investors have largely
avoided the warehouse and distribution sector because
it lacks the “trophy quality” that makes offices, hotels,

Controlling Overdue Rents

A critical indicator of a management company’s
success is their effectiveness in controlling overdue
rents. A well-run property should not have
chronically delinquent tenants. However, when
delinquency does occur, immediate action must be
taken. A list of all delinquent rents must be prepared
showing all tenants who have not paid or for those
who have partially paid rents and other monies due.
In addition, a delinquency report recording the
manner and date of all collection attempts should be
prepared.
When initial notification of the delinquency does not
help, the property manager should review the lease’s
termination rights and consider possible legal action
against the tenant. Should a delinquent tenant
suddenly vacate the premises, late charges and legal
fees should be deducted from the security deposit.
Finally, if repeated notices and personal visits by the
property manager fail to remedy the delinquency, the
manager should contact legal counsel, research

and resorts attractive. As a result, warehouse
development was driven more by demand than by capital
seeking an outlet. Also the size of the properties
discouraged many institutional investors who prefer to
invest in larger properties than the typical $1 million to
$10 million W&D property.
Choosing The Investment
Choosing the right property may be a little more
difficult. Certain factors may be driving the ware-house
and distribution market toward greater efficiency,
changing how and where business will be done:
• Inventory control systems. Computerization and
techniques such as bar coding can insure faster and more
reliable deliveries from shipper to destina-tion.
Combined with just-in-time systems, it reduces
inventory and space requirements.
• Automated space. Using robots in W&D facilities
will grow over time, encouraging more efficient use of
space.
• Regulations. With the trend toward deregulation
during the past decades, there has been a reduction in
delivery costs by trucks and planes, causing a shift away
from rail and water. This widens the possible locations
for warehouse and distribution facilities and encourages
the construction of fewer and larger facilities. Since
trucks and planes speed deliveries, the amount of
inventory stored and the space needed can be reduced.
Investment in warehouse and distribution facilities must
be very carefully thought out because of the conflicting
needs for greater demand for space while using existing
space more efficiently.

relevant state and local laws, and prepare to file eviction proceedings for nonpayment of rent.
The Legal Action
Each month, the property manager should review the
delinquency report outlining all telephone calls,
personal visits, notices, and other actions taken in an
effort to collect the rent. This report, along with the
tenant ledger, will help determine what legal action, if
any, should be taken against each delinquent tenant.
Tenants who generally pay rent on time should be
granted an extended grace period in which to pay. In
many cases, the initiation of legal action will induce
habitual late payers to remit rent monies owed;
however, eviction procedures should begin immediately for tenants who are suspected of moving, as
well as for those who continue to refuse to pay.
Copies of the tenant’s lease and the tenant ledger
should be forwarded to the attorney, who can then
begin legal action.
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Featured Listings
14702 Northwest Blvd
Corpus Christi, TX 78410

Sale Price: $8.00/SF
Lot Size: 4.22 Acres
Description:
Fully platted, ready to build on. All utilities to
site.
654' of frontage on Northwest Blvd.
Legal Description: Northwest Estates Lot 1,
Block 9
*Across from the future HEB site.*
For more information contact Matthew Cravey:
matt@craveyrealestate.com
361-221-1915

A Full Service Commercial Real Estate Company
Check us out on: Twitter | Facebook | Linkedin

4002 SPID
Corpus Christi, TX 78412

Sale Price: $250,000.00
Lot Size: 0.47 Acre
Description:
Nice neighborhood parcel.
Well suited for medical, banking, services,
accounting office, wellness & fitness, and
others.
Fronts Alameda Street in the historic Six Points
Area. Very close proximity to Christus Spohn
Hospital System.
For more information contact Lynann Pinkham:
lynann@craveyrealestate.com
361-288-3102
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